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Introduction
This article brings out
some challenges in the
process of defining the
PL of a safety function
implementation. One
of these examines the
use of different cabling
schemes of the SRP/
CS and their effect on
the PL evaluation. The
challenges are highlighted
using a generic example
of a safety function
relating to a mobile work
machine where different
technologies (electrical,
hydraulic and pneumatic)
can be utilized. The
different principles and
solutions for considering
things in the evaluation of
the PL are discussed in
this article.

A

ccording to the basic
machinery safety standard ISO 13849-1, the capability of a machine control system to perform a
safety function is expressed
using performance levels
(PL). The required performance level for a safety
function is defined in a machine specific standard or it
has to be defined using risk
analysis. After ISO 13849-1
standard becoming effective, VTT has made several evaluations for estimating
if required performance levels (PLr) of machine safety
functions are fulfilled. The
purpose of evaluating performance levels for machine
safety functions is to ensure
the implementation of safety features in the control
system of machinery.
Experiences have shown
that the biggest challenges
in evaluating the PL of the
safety related parts of the
control system (SRP/CS) are
related to the formulation of
the safety block diagrams
for these parts and collecting source information for
the PL calculations. Different evaluators may construct a safety block diagram for a safety function
in various manners. This
may lead to different results
in the evaluation of the
achievable PL. Also the input
source of the failure rate data
for the calculation has a huge
effect on the MTTFd values.
It is still difficult to get information relating to MTTF
values of components.

PL estimation
When starting to evaluate
the PL for a certain safe-
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ty function it is important to
clear up if the required PL
(PLr) exists for this safety
function. PLr may be expressed in the C type machinery
safety standard. If the PLr is
found in the C type standard,
it is applied. If the PLr is not
known, it can be estimated
using a risk graph method
given in ISO 13849-1. After
this phase the safety function is to be designed so that
the estimated PLr is fulfilled.
After determining the
PLr for each safety function in a machine control
system, a safety block diagram has to be drawn. This
is done for each safety function and it consists of only
those components that participate in the execution of
the safety function. Usually a safety block diagram
consists of input (e.g. sensors, limit switches etc.),
logic and output (e.g. actuators, contactors etc.) components. The safety function can be either a single
or dual channel solution. It
is important to notice that
the safety block diagram of
a safety function may look
completely different from
the technical realization or,
for example, from the functional block diagram. ISO
13849-1 introduces designated architectures, which
show a logical representation of the system structure for each category (B, 1,
2, 3 or 4). The category of
the SRP/CS should be chosen by the system architect,
but in some cases, the category is pre- defined in the
safety function specification
along with the PLr. The category also affects MTTF or
MTTFd calculations.
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When the safety block
diagrams for the safety
functions of the control system have been created, the
MTTF or MTTFd values for
the parts (components) of
the safety functions should
be collected. If there is no
information available about
MTTF or MTTFd values in
the components manufacturers’ data sheets (which
is a typical case), the values
of the ISO 13849-1 standard can be used. For components, the MTTF of which
depends on the number of
use cycles, the component
manufacturer’s data sheets
may include information on
the number of cycles until 10 % of the components
of the same type fail dangerously (i.e. the B10d values of components). In this
case, MTTFd for the components can be calculated
from the equations given in
ISO 13849-1.
The diagnostic coverage (DC) should be estimated for the input, logic and
output parts of the safety
function. For estimating the
DC for these parts, tables
in Annex E of ISO 13849-1
are useful to go through.
After this, the average DC
(DCavg) can be calculated
for the safety function implementation and this can
be done using the formula given in Annex E of ISO
13849-1. In general, structural principles can be used
for avoiding, discovering or
tolerate failures. In practice, measures like redundancy, diversity or monitoring can be used. In addition,
the diagnostic coverage
(DC) should also be at least
“low” in order to reach PL d.
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The diagnostic coverage
could also be estimated using FMEA, in which case
the detection of each failure mode should be analysed. Finally, the common
cause failures (CCF) for category 2, 3 and 4 structures
should be estimated. In addition, software implementation and systematic failures should be assessed
following the ISO 13849-1
standard. After carrying out
these measures and estimating these parameters,
the attainable PL for the
safety function of the control system can be defined
based on the graph given in
ISO 13849-1.

Errors in discrete
cabling
Based on a long-term follow-up concerning mobile
work machines, typical life
time for an instrumentation cable varies between
1 and 3 years. The life time
is mainly dependent on the
operational
environment,
not on the signaling type.
The failure rate of discrete
wiring is higher than that of
digital network wiring due to
much larger amount of wire
[3]. Single-channel discrete
I/O-wiring cannot offer any
confirmation about the signal validity, which is clearly required in safety related control systems by the
standards [10]. An input device can only check, whether the input signal is within
the specified range or not.
Actual signal sources for
analogue signals cannot be
identified by the input-device. The actual transmitter
may be the signal source,
but also any wiring failure
may contribute at least part
of the signal value.
According to the safety standards, discrete wiring
shall be analyzed together
with the corresponding subsystem [10]. Certain faults
can be excluded only based
on detailed justification given in the technical documentation [1]. It is clearly
stated that a well-tried component for some applica-
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tions can be inappropriate
for other applications [2].
In machinery applications
it means that cables need
to be analyzed because of
relatively high cable failure
rates.

Errors in CANopen
networks
One of the main targets of
the
CAN-communication
has been to achieve less
than one unrecognized error appearing in average
life time of a vehicle [3].
The residual error rate cannot be computed directly by
CRC and binomial distribution equations because of
the various error detection
mechanisms combined in
CAN. Local errors are distributed globally, why increasing number of nodes
per network decreases the
residual error probability [4].
The residual error
probability
extrapolated
from the published curves
[5] is equal or less than the
result of equation 1. Bit-error
probability 10 -3 [3] and 10 -4
[5] [9] presented for CAN
may be obsolete, because
significantly lower values
from 10 -7 down to 10 -11 are
published later, together
with the measurement arrangement [6]. Residual errors can be divided into the
following categories: loss +
masquerade (corrupted ID
field maps to another safety critical message), loss +
insertion (corrupted ID field
maps to a non-safety critical
message), loss (corrupted
ID field maps to a not used
message), and corruption
(corrupted data field). Bit errors only in the CRC field
are always detected. Subsequently, the CAN protocol executes a retransmission of the message that
was corrupted. Retransmissions cause increase in the
bus load. This shall be considered when assessing the
delay errors and network
scheduling.
All messages with corrupted data are potentially dangerous. Messages
with a corrupted identifier

are dangerous only, if the
corrupted identifier corresponds to an identifier used
by another valid safety critical message.
The message error
probability can be either extrapolated from the curves
presented in the literature
[5] or computed from Equation 1:
PME = 1-(1-PBE)NBitsInMsg
Where PBE is the bit
error probability, PME is the
message error probability
and NBitsInMsg is the number of bits in a message.
Furthermore, the residual
error probability PRES for
CAN can be computed by
Equation 2 [7]:
PRES = PME x 4,7 x 10 -11
For simplicity, the residual error probability for
both corruption and masquerade errors is assumed
to be one, which is slightly pessimistic. Thus PMas
equals PRES. Finally, the
effect of the masquerade
errors can be computed
based on the number of
message identifiers in use –
MInUse – and total number
of available message identifiers – 2IdSize, where the
use of 11-bit identifiers is
assumed (see Equation 3):
MInUse - 1
PMasEff = PMas x IdSize
-1
2
The most interesting
result is that CAN communication can meet the SIL2
target or even SIL3 with
reasonable safety measures, depending on the
bit error probability specific
to the application environment [7], and provided that
the application messages
and their protocol are carefully designed to tolerate all
the communication error
types (loss, insertion, unacceptable delay, unintended repetition, incorrect sequence, masquerade and
addressing) besides the
bit error caused corruption
error (which is manifested
as a masquerade, loss or
insertion error if the bit error
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hits the CAN identifier field).
The CANopen communication services and device
profiles with proper application design tackle most
of these error types. Heartbeat consumer and RPDO
timeout monitoring are the
main CANopen safeguards
for signal transfers, covering deletion and timing errors. All detected errors in
the CAN-layer are visible
as delayed transmissions
in the CANopen layer. Also
insertions caused by an unspecified device or a configuration error can be detected, when a valid RPDO is
received, but the heartbeat
of the corresponding producer is missing. The TPDO
inhibit time is the main safeguard against repetition. To
follow a standardized design process is essential,
because all communication
is configured based on the
system project information.
Masquerade errors may be
detected in the CANopen
layer, if a corrupted message has a different number of data bytes than the
corresponding valid message. Tolerance to repetition errors typically need
to
be
verified
by
performance testing of
RPDO- reception.

Case study
The safety function evaluated in the case study was a
stopping function of a subsystem which is integrated
on a mobile work machine.
The PL for the safety related part of the control system that executes the stopping of the sub- system was
estimated for three alternative structures, A, B and
C. When estimating the PL
the following presumptions
were made: common cause
failures (CCF), software implementation and systematic failures have been analyzed and found to meet
the requirements. The subsystem is normally stopped
by releasing the joystick to
the middle position. The
stopping function of the subsystem can also be induced
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Figure 1: The functional diagram of structure A.
e.g. by exceeding encoder
limits. In addition, the subsystem can also be stopped
using emergency stop device, which cut off all power from the drives. However,
the PL calculations were executed for that case where
a stop function is initiated by
one of the encoders.
In the structure A,
drives are located centralized as one block (Figure
1). There is a hard-wired
safety cut-off device in the
block. There is an individual
I/O (4...20 mA for measurements), which is marked using narrow lines. The broad
lines in Figure 1 denote
CANopen.
Scaling of measurements and control values as
well as control and adjustment calculations etc. are
made by PLC2. The safety
block diagram for the structure A is presented in Figure
2 for the case where one of
the encoders initiates the
stopping function.
The structure A is a
single channel system and
all parts have at least some
kind of monitoring. The
structure has relatively long
analogue cables from the
encoders to the input devices and from the output devices to the drives. These

cables are sensitive to interruptions since the cables are situated outside of
an enclosure and close to
an actuator. The monitoring of encoders and their
cables can detect a failure, which leads to values
outside of the acceptable
range. Sometimes water
and dirt can cause a partial
short circuit, which has acceptable conductance. This
means that the diagnostic
coverage is poor. The input
part of the safety function
was evaluated to fulfill the
category 2 requirements.
According to a study
[11], over 30 % of all failures
in mobile work machines
are related to cables or hoses. (Calculated from the cable failures, 66 % related to
open circuits of sensor cables.) The value is 4 to 10
times higher than the value
in stationary production [11].
This means that the cable
failures cannot be neglected when mobile work machines are considered.
In the structure B (Figure 3), drives and encoders are like in the structure
A. All components connect
to the same CANopen network. The filtering and scaling of measurements and
control values are realized

Figure 2: The safety block diagram of structure A, where one of the encoders initiates the
stopping function.

Figure 3: The functional diagram of structures B and C.
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in encoders and drives.
All control and adjustment
calculation is executed in
PLC2. The safety block diagram for structure B is presented in Figure 4.
The structure B is a
single channel system,
where all parts are monitored. The structure has no
analogue cables and therefore the failures related to
them do not exist.
The structure C resembles structure B but the
difference is that the drives
are integrated into the actuating devices. Only the
safety cut-off device is located outside the actuator.
CANopen network is implemented like in the structure
B. Measurement filtering
and scaling is implemented in encoders, and subsystem-specific adjustment
is distributed into drives.
Manual control is executed
by deviating the target position of the sub-system. A
redundant limit indication
for the movement is implemented using another encoder. The safety block diagram for the structure C is
quite similar to as presented for the structure B (see
Figure 4). In the structure
C solution, software is
distributed to encoders
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Figure 4: The safety block diagram of structure B, where
one of the encoders initiates the stopping function.
and drives more than in the
structure B solution.
When comparing the
attainable PL for these structures, which represent category 2 solutions, a calculation example was done. The
following MTTFd values for
the components were used:
160 years for encoder, 50
years for PLC1, 24 years
for input device and 4 years
for analogue cables. Analogue cables with an input
device were included when
calculating the MTTFd for
the input part of the structure A safety function. Using
these values, the MTTFd of
3 years (low) for the input
part of the structure A was
got as a result. If the DCavg
is “low”, the reachable PL
in this case is “a”, and it
would not increase if the
DCavg is improved from “low”
to “medium”. CAN cables
were not included into calculations, because failures
in CAN cables typically result
in the situation in which
there is no communication.
The
corresponding
calculations with the same
MTTFd values for components were made to the input part of the structure B
safety function, removing
analogue cables and an input device from the calculations. Now, the MTTFd for
the input part of the structure B safety function is 38
years (high). If the DCavg is
“low”, the reachable PL in
this case is “c”. The reachable PL would be improved
to even “d”, if the DCavg
could be increased from
“low” to “medium”. Similar
kinds of results were detected when calculating MTTFd
values and PL’s for the output parts of the structures
A and B. There is no difference in the PL calculations
between structures B and C
safety functions, if the same
MTTFd values are used for
the components.
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